The Liverpool Telescope automated spectral data reduction pipelines perform both removal of instrumental signatures and provide wavelength calibrated data products promptly after observation. Unique science drivers for each of three instruments led to novel hardware solutions which required reassessment of some of the conventional CCD reduction recipes. For example, we describe the derivation of bias and dark corrections on detectors with neither overscan or shutter. In the context of spectroscopy we compare the quality of flat fielding resulting from different algorithmic combinations of dispersed and non-dispersed sky and lamp flats in the case of spectra suffering from 2D spatial distortions.
INTRODUCTION
The Liverpool Telescope 1 (LT) is a 2.0-m f/10, fully automated, robotic facility owned and operated by Liverool John Moores University at Roque de los Muchachos Observatory on the Canary Island of La Palma. There are no staff or visiting astronomers and no observations are performed interactively. Astronomers make the sciencebased decisions of picking their targets, signal-to-noise ratio required etc and the procedural tasks of scheduling, observation, data handling and processing are automated. 2 Facilities are offered to create unique observation sequences where specific science requirements demand it, but most observers rely on the software "wizards" which automatically generate sequences for them, removing most of the need to understand the opto-mechanical constraints of each individual instrument. This leads to largely homogeneous data sets which is advantageous for the time-domain research in which the observatory specialises.
The highly automated operations paradigm of this observatory lends itself well to fully automated data reduction pipelines. All imaging data are processed as they are obtained during the night. This provides immediate "quicklook" data products to those observers interested in transient sources. Just as importantly these images provide data quality metrics, such as atmospheric seeing, which are dynamically fed back into the autonomous scheduling, 3 allowing the Robotic Control System to adapt to changing conditions. Spectral data, the main topic of this paper, are processed asynchronously in parallel with subsequent observations and typically available in less than half an hour. Notwithstanding the unique capabilities and requirements of the Liverpool Telescope, autonomous pipelines are potentially of significant value to all observatories. Aside from the obvious benefit of freeing scientists from routine tasks to concentrate on science exploitation, pipelines provided by the observatory allow development of bespoke algorithms optimized to the unique features of each instrument. In this way, reduction recipes are defined by the people most intimately familiar with the hardware.
Frequently pipelines can be developed using widely available, generalized libraries and processing packages. Some specific requirements might require development of bespoke code. For example the LT real time pipeline prioritizes speed over almost all other requirements and though it typically performs only the very familiar CCD bias, dark and flat-field operations, has been developed in carefully speed-optimized C. Tests showed it was easy for a bespoke pipeline to decrease execution time by factors of several times compared to using more generalized packages such as IRAF and figaro.
In this paper we report on the investigation of various data processing algorithms for the purpose of removing instrumental signatures (i.e., bias, dark, flat-field) from the Liverpool Telescope spectrographs. These are not the time critical 'real-time' pipelines, but those that run the following morning to produce the final archival quality results. Section 2 describes the instruments themselves and their unique features which necessitated the development of these various algorithms. In Sec. 3 we look at alternative methods of determining the bias level of a data frame that do not rely on either an overscan strip or a zero-exposure image. Section 4 describes experiments with various flat-fielding strategies for long slit spectra. We discuss how different types of flat field are best suited to different tasks. In Sec. 4.3 we illustrate the strengths of lamp flats and in Sec. 4.4 we make use of the advantage that twlight sky flats have passed through the identical optical path as science data. In Sec. 4.5 we look at ways of combined these two different flats whilst simultaneously taking account of geometric distortions in the data.
THE INSTRUMENTS
The Liverpool Telescope is broadly instrumented to allow a diverse range of science programmes to run concurrently. All instruments are permanently mounted and available at the Cassegrain focus. A flat pick-off mirror directs the beam to the requested instrument making instrument changes possible in a few seconds which is critical to both rapid response time-domain research and to the dynamic scheduling in response to changing observing conditions. There are three primary, facility instruments. IO:O 4 and IO:I 5, 6 are a pair of visible and near-infrared imagers and FRODOSpec 7, 8 is the intermediate resolution, integral field, fibre-fed, dual arm spectrograph. There is then a suite of smaller instruments, all of which were originally conceived and designed for the specific science goals of particular research projects, but are integrated into the automated workflow of the robotic observatory and available to all telescope users. It has been our experience that by each of these instruments providing unique capabilities, many research groups find novel uses we may not have anticipated.
In fact around 40% of applications to the observatory are for these specialised instruments and frequently for projects that go far beyond their original design requirements. By carefully concentrating the design process on their distinctive strengths rather than trying to provide a huge range of configuration options, these instruments provide high science impact for very low build costs. As of 2016, the installed suite consists of
• RINGO3, 9 a simultaneous, multi-band polarimeter, originally designed for temporal resolution (∼ 1 Hz) of gamma ray burst polarisation, but now used for a wide range of time domain polarimetry and even as a high-speed, simultaneous multi-colour, non-polarimetric photometer,
• RISE, 10 a moderate speed (∼ 1 Hz) frame-transfer broad-band imager designed for exoplanet occultaion timing which also functions as a back-up for our primary CCD imager, IO:O,
• SPRAT, 11 a very high throughput visible light spectrograph, designed for rapid typing of newly discovered supernovae but now rivals the original facility spectrograph FRODOSpec in terms of number of observation requests,
• LOTUS, 12 a UV-optimized, low resolution spectrograph, designed and commissioned to provide groundbased observations in support of the Rosetta spacecraft.
With this suite, we offer imaging across almost the entire optical atmospheric window 3000-18000Å, low and intermediate resolution spectroscopy from 3200-9400Å and 1 Hz time-resolved polarimetry from 3500-10000Å. The particular instruments of interest in the context of this paper are the two newest low-resolution spectrographs SPRAT and LOTUS.
SPRAT

11 is a low cost, low resolution (R∼350, 4000-8000Å), high throughput (∼40% total system efficiency at 5000-7000Å including telescope, instrument and detector), long slit spectrograph designed specifically for the task of rapid, early-time spectral classication of transient objects detected by survey projects such as Pan-STARRS 13 PTF 14 and Gaia 15 which are highly effective at detecting transient sources, but generally then require independent spectroscopic identification of the source. It is an imaging spectrograph with deployable slit and VPH grism allowing fully automated operation in which the imaging mode performs an iterative target acquisition before deploying the slit to obtain the spectrum. Collimator and dispersion optics are designed using all off-the-shelf optical components. The camera optics use a Nikkor SLR photographic lens and the detector is an Andor iDus 420 BV camera.
LOTUS
The science requirements for the LOTUS 12 ('LOw-cosT Ultraviolet Spectrograph') design were driven by the 2015 Rosetta spacecraft 16, 17 encounter with comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko. Rosetta has provided extraordinary images and direct in situ measurements of cometary nuclear activity, but from its unique vantage point it cannot observe the wider coma emission to associate that nuclear activity with the large scale behaviour of comets as observed from Earth. Strong near-ultra-violet emission lines (e.g., the NH(0,0) band at 3340Å and the CN band at ∼ 3880Å) may be used to determine the gas content of the coma. Comparison of the emission line strengths with broad-band imaging allows mapping of the gas-to-dust ratio structure of the coma.
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To address this, the main science requirements for the instrument design were a spectral resolution R ∼ 300 over at least the range 3200-6000Å. Engineering requirements limited the instrument to a small size and weight (<25 kg) and a hardware budget of <£ 10,000. We selected all off-the-shelf components for both low cost and rapid deployment. The detector is a Kodak Truesense KAI11002M interline CCD in a Starlight-Xpress Trius-SX35 camera, designed for the amateur astrophotography market. This device combines low cost, a physical detector area well matched to the instrument focal plane and good UV sensitivity. Its quantum efficiency of 25% at 3400Å exceeds that of many thinned, back-illuminated CCDs more typically used in astronomical instruments.
LOTUS is not dedicated to the 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko observations. It is integrated into the common instrument infrastructure of the observatory and available to all users using the same flexible scheduling tools as all other instruments.
BIAS AND DARK ESTIMATION WITHOUT OVERSCAN STRIPS
As described in Sec. 2, the instruments discussed here are all extremely low cost, fast-track designs that were targeted to address specific science requirements rather than being facility class instruments. Selection of the detectors was therefore determined by unique criteria for each instrument. In all cases the detectors were required to be integrated, commercial, off-the-shelf (COTS) cameras with available control software. This minimizes development cost and allows adoption of a rapid prototyping design process that can focus available resources on the novel features of each instrument.
Use of these COTS cameras does however sometimes lead to compromises where the device was never designed for a research class instrument or indeed not designed for astronomical use at all. Common examples are nonphotometric shutters which create uneven field illumination or lack of a bias overscan in the read out. Frequently these limitations are outweighed by the hardware's advantages and can be overcome in software. The cameras in SPRAT and LOTUS are very different devices, but both suffer the same disadvantage of having no overscan region to monitor bias voltage changes during read-out.
Bias images typically comprise of a zero time integration which contains two sources of signal. First, a constant pedestal signal set by the amplifier bias voltage and second there may be structure in that constant signal caused by voltage drift during the read or intrinsic electrical properties of individual pixels.
Dark images typically comprise of a long integration time obtained with the shutter closed so it contains only the bias image plus the signal that derives in the detector itself in the absence of flux from the telescope.
Imaging flat fields are typically observations of the twilight sky which thus contain the bias image, the dark image scaled to the relevant integration time and the flux from the telescope itself modulated by the beam vignetting and any pixel-to-pixel sensitivity fluctuations of the detector.
The bias image is an additive correction that adds a constant offset to every frame irrespective of the length of the integration or the incident flux. The dark current is an additive correction that scales with integration time but is independent of incident flux. The flat-field is a multiplicative correction which scales with the total incident illumination, so depends on flux and integration. We can use these differences between additive and multiplicative terms to disentangle the multiple effects on a per frame basis without needing direct independent measurements of each.
SPRAT: Measuring Bias that Varies Frame-to-Frame Without an Overscan
Repeated, short exposures taken over a timescales of minutes to hours (Fig. 1) demonstrate the bias level varies sufficiently to require correction on a frame-by-frame basis. It is not sufficient to collect a bias exposure once per night or even immediately before the science observation. Consecutive frames have bias levels that differ by up to 1 ADU and the level can vary by up to 50 ADU from night to night. These data also show that the bias is extremely clean in terms having no photometrically significant 2D structure across the detector. This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 where we plot the standard deviation of pixel values in averaged stacks consisting of different numbers of bias frames. The actual observed standard deviation closely matches the prediction of Poisson statistics that when N frames are averaged, the standard deviation falls by a factor of √ N . If the bias frame contained structure that was appearing consistently in multiple frames, the measured noise would fall more slowly than this prediction. We therefore do not need a 2D bias image and are able to use a single constant bias value for every pixel in the frame. Our task is to determine that value individually for each science frame taken.
With slit and grating deployed, there are regions of the detector that are completely unilluminated thanks to the slit geometry and 4000Å long-pass, order-blocking filter. This dark region of the detector provides a direct measurement of the bias+dark signal in every observation and effectively provides the same functionality as would an overscan strip. However, with the slit and grating stowed, the entire detector area is used in imaging mode and the lack of overscan region becomes a problem.
It should be noted that in the absence of strong vignetting and with a "perfect" detector that shows little pixelto-pixel quantum efficiency fluctuation then not knowing the bias voltage has little real impact on photometric accuracy. The bias in that case simply looks like extra background flux and is perfectly correctly during sky subtraction. Where the dynamic range of the flat-field is small, precision determination of the bias level is less important. In the case of SPRAT however the imaging mode is strongly vignetted with the throughput at the image edges being less than 25% of the frame centre. This vignetting does not effect the spectral mode because the slit is on axis, out of the vignetted region, but has a major impact on observational efficiency since our ability to use the imaging mode for target acquisition is constrained by field of view. The more field of view that can be accurately corrected for cross referencing to reference star catalogues, the better the effectiveness of the automated acquisition.
The strong vignetting in this case makes determination of the bias level possible. We know the geometric form the field vignetting from the twilight flat-field and we can measure its form in the image frame. The amplitude of the vignetting function in the observation frame is diluted by the addition of uncorrected bias signal. The correct bias level may be algebraically and uniquely determined simply as the constant signal that must be subtracted off to make the vignetting match between the data frame and the flat. In other words, it is simply the bias level that once it is subtracted off allows the flat-field to most effectively create a featureless sky background.
Besides the raw data to be processed, the required inputs are a previously obtained dark frame and a flatfield. We store the dark frame on disk with the bias already subtracted. The flat field is stored on disk bias-and dark-subtracted and normalized to have mean counts of unity in the unvignetted field centre.
Given these inputs, the algorithm runs as follows.
1. A dark frame is selected from the library, choosing the available frame obtained closest in time to the image being processed.
2. Determine the mean dark current per pixel D as the average pixel value of the whole frame.
3. A twilight flat-field is selected from the library, choosing the available frame obtained closest in time to the image being processed.
4. Pixel value statistics are then taken from two regions. The mean pixel value in the unvignetted image centre and in a region near the image edge where vignetting is greatest are denoted F 0 and F i respectively. The precise regions selected are not critical. They should simply be large enough to provide a statistically fair sample of the throughput in that region and not so large that it varies greatly across the selected region. These values are used in the formula given below to represent the relative throughput of the field centre as compared to the vignetted region, F 0 /F i .
5. Repeating the same operation for the data being processed, the unvignetted sky brightness is S 0 and the sky brightness measured at the frame edge is S i . In order to fairly determine the sky background level, an iterative sigma-clipping algorithm is used to reject flux from stars in contrast to the simple mean used for the flat field frame.
6. The inferred bias value B i is then given by
where T data and T dark are the integration times of the science exposure and the dark frame respectively.
7. Generate a dark frame that contains only the pixel-to-pixel dark current variations. I.e., constant bias and mean dark current levels have both been subtracted off.
8. Apply this dark frame to the data to remove signal from warm pixels.
This algorithm is a very simple implementation of the concept. It may be extended to use multiple sample regions at different places in the vignette pattern or even full 2-dimensional surface fits to the counts in the flat and the image data. For the specific case of SPRAT, a two region implementation was found to be computationally very fast and operationally robust. We use two vignetted regions, one on each edge of the frame and the bias level applied by the pipeline is the average of the two, B = (B 1 + B 2 )/2. The image sections selected do not run quite to the very edge of the image, but are in the region where throughput is approximately in the range 25-30% of the field centre. The pixel regions used are shown in Fig 2, panel d . They are ten pixel columns wide and extend to the full height of the detector array.
LOTUS: Distinguishing Bias Voltage from Dark Current
Similarly to SPRAT, the CCD read-out electronics in LOTUS exhibit drifting of the bias level between frames requiring requiring its determination on a frame-by-frame basis. In this case however there is also significant 2-dimensional structure in the bias frame necessitating the creation of separate bias and dark images.
As well as having no overscan strip, the Starlight-Xpress Trius does not lend itself well to taking bias frames. The camera automatically switches between two read-out modes, one for long integrations and another for video frame-rate with short exposures. Since we did not want to use bias frames (by definition zero or very short exposures) obtained in one camera mode to process deep integrations taken in the other mode we need to be able to determine what fraction of the counts in any given pixel are bias signal and how much is dark current. We can then synthetically create separate bias and dark frames which can be applied independently by the pipeline software. We do this using their differing time dependence. Dark current scales linearly with exposure and bias is a constant.
The algorithm we use is to observe classical "dark frame" calibration images at a range of integration times. We can then derive the bias a dark current values in a manner analogous to up-the-ramp sampling used in CMOS Pixel with little dark current, <1ADU/sec Pixel with moderate dark current, ~5ADU/sec A very warm pixel, ~35ADU/sec Figure 3 . Fits of pixel value vs. integration time for three individual pixels on the LOTUS detector. For each pixel on the detector, the dark current (ADU/sec) is the fit gradient and bias level is the Integration=0 intercept value. The three pixels plotted were selected to illustrate a range of dark current values.
detectors. A linear fit to the observed signal as a function of integration time provides dark current (slope) and bias (zero exposure intercept) independently for each pixel. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the linear least-squares fits to the values from three different pixels. The same procedure is followed for every pixel in the image. The slope for each fit is the pixel's dark current and the intercept value is the bias.
Having created these calibrators the pipeline proceeds largely in the conventional way. The only exception is that we still need to estimate the constant pedestal level of the bias from each frame. Like SPRAT, the slit on LOTUS does not illuminate the entire frame so there is a section of the detector from which we can measure the mean bias pedestal level and set it to zero. The unusual feature here is that we must make this bias level correction after dark subtraction rather than the more typically used sequence of bias first. The reduction sequence is 1. A synthesized bias frame is selected from the library, choosing the available frame obtained closest in time to the image being processed.
2. Bias frame is subtracted from the data frame, removing the 2D bias structure.
3. A synthesized dark frame is selected from the library, choosing the available frame obtained closest in time to the image being processed.
4. The dark frame is scaled by the ratio of the dark and data exposure times (T data /T dark ) to generate a dark frame at the same integration as the data.
5. Dark frame is subtracted from the data frame.
6. Average signal level is measured from an un-illuminated image region which is being treated effectively as an overscan.
7. This single pedestal bias level is subtracted from or added to the entire data frame, depending on whether the bias level has drifted up or down since the reference bias frame was created.
8. Imaging mode data are flat fielded as normal. The following section addresses the flat fielding of spectral data. Fig. 4 panel (c), the great majority of pixels show almost no measurable dark current, but a significant minority of warm pixels generate as much as 60ADU/sec. The peaks in the bias plot (lower panel) at 1100 and 1800 ADU all arise in pixels adjacent to the detector edge so may be disregarded. The peaks at 2.5 and 5.5 ADU/sec in the dark current (top panel) are more interesting. They are warm pixels scattered apparently at random across the entire image area.
FLAT FIELDING
Flat fielding of a spectral image is a more complex problem than for a simple imaging instrument. As well as correcting the standard small spatial scale "pixel to pixel" variations, there are larger scale, wavelength dependent variations of the detector sensitivity. The flat field is also required to correct for any spatially dependent variations in the sensitivity of the instrument due to the effect of the spectrograph optics. These variations will typically be on a much larger spatial scale than pixel to pixel variations. Overall we expect the flat field may be affected by:
• Non-uniform illumination of the slit generated by vignetting and mis-alignment within the telescope as well as small scale dust and other contaminants.
• Vignetting by the optics within the instrument itself.
• De-focused images of surface contamination on the optics.
• Surface features on the CCD created during manufacture (polishing marks).
• Variation in sensitivity between individual pixels.
In the following sections we will describe methods for deriving flat-fields that will correct the pixel-to-pixel variation, larger scale errors and the effect of slit illumination, including the effect of geometric distortions on the derived corrections. A "final" flat field can be constructed by the multiplication of the various individual corrections.
Measuring Pixel to Pixel Variation Without the Slit and Dispersing Elements.
In some spectrographs (e.g., SPRAT, but not LOTUS) it is possible to withdraw the slit and dispersing elements from the optical beam. This allows measurement of detector flat field effects using an undispersed twilight sky image. Figure 6 shows an example SPRAT exposure taken in such a configuration and indeed is the flat-field used to correct data taken in imaging mode as described in Sec. 3 and Fig. 2 . A large scale vignetting (which does not affect data taken through the slit) is apparent. The effect of the large scale vignetting can be removed by applying a 2D Gaussian smoothing function to the bias-subtracted image, I sub producing a smoothed image, I smo . The effect of this is to remove the pixel-to-pixel variations on spatial scales approximately less than the Gaussian full with half maximum (FWHM). I smo is then divided into I sub to produce a normalized pixel-scale flat field, F pix . The effect of different levels of smoothing on the standard deviation (s.d.) of F pix is shown in Fig. 7 , with a knee at FWHM∼2 pixels and flattening at FWHM∼3.5 pixels. Larger scale smoothing FHWM (>5 pixels), causes a bleed effect from large features, particular evident at the image edges. For SPRAT a smoothing with FWHM = 3.5 pixels smoothing was chosen. Similar values are likely to be appropriate for most systems. The objective is simply to select a smoothing length that captures all the pixel-scale signal intrinsic to the detector whilst rejecting the larger scale features caused primarily in the optical beam.
The Effect of Geometric Distortions
Geometric distortions of the instrument focal plane are a common feature of long slit spectrographs. Care is usually taken to align the rotations of the slit, grating and detector such that "on average" the spatial and dispersion directions are orthogonal and aligned with the CCD detector edges. In the discussion that follows we will assume that the spectrum is oriented on the detector such that the x-axis (roughly) corresponds to the dispersion (wavelength) direction and the y-axis (roughly) to the spatial (slit) direction. We will also assume we are always working with bias subtracted images.
In this scenario the tilts and curvatures of the local spatial and dispersion vectors with respect to the overall focal plane mean that (for example) the projected traces of imperfections and dust in the slit will tend to curve slightly across the detector (Figs 8,9 ). To add further complication, the trace of an astronomical source across the image will have an additional curvature due to the effect of differential atmospheric refraction. 19 The combination of these effects can lead to subtle errors in the large scale photometric calibration of the spectrum as a function of wavelength as the spectrum "curves through" the dispersed slit profile. In a similar fashion the 
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Pixel-to-Pixel Variation -s.d. at Different Smoothing Levels Figure 7 . Flat field pixel value standard deviation vs Gaussian FHWM smoothing applied. In this graph, we aim to maximize the measured standard deviation (indicating we have captured the full pixel-to-pixel variation) whilst keeping the length scale smaller than, and thus ignoring, features which are not intrinsic to the detector. We selected FWHM=3.5 pixels.
wavelength calibration (and hence location of sky emission lines) may curve slightly as a function of the spatial direction due to optical distortion. This can lead to errors in sky subtraction.
The most common type of flat field (which is essentially available to any spectrograph, including LOTUS and SPRAT) is a twilight "sky" flat taken through the slit and dispersive elements. Such sky flats are are illuminated in a similar fashion to incoming stellar light, but contain various time-dependent emission and absorption lines and bands (Fig. 9) . Some spectrographs also provide the ability to illuminate the slit via an internal tungsten or similar incandescent bulb. Such "lamp" flats have the advantage of a smooth spectral energy distribution (SED) but the disadvantage that the illumination of the slit is usually not via the telescope optics, and therefore may be different to incoming stellar light (Fig. 8) . Such a tungsten lamp facility is available on SPRAT but not LOTUS.
Use of the Lamp Flat
Nominally lacking emission lines and with a smooth SED, the lamp flat is well suited to the derivation of pixel and larger scale flat field features (e.g. CCD polishing marks). To do this we must remove the contaminating effect of the slit spatial profile, which as already discussed does not accurately reflect the illumination pattern for sources observed through the telescope. We have evaluated four methods for this process, all of which begin with a bias subtracted lamp flat L(x, y) that has already been corrected for the effects of pixel to pixel variation using the flat field derived in Section 4.1. Images of the derived flats for all four methods are presented in Figure  10 . The fringing on the right of the images is an interference effect between the surfaces of the CCD silicon and, being an additive effect, is not correctable by flat fielding. Our methods are:
1. Division by x-and y-axis profiles. A simple flat fielding method is to rescale each axis with an average illumination profile using a sky flat spectrum. A slit (y-axis) illumination profile, P y , is created by summing L(x, y) along each row. Similarly, a wavelength (x-axis) illumination profile, P x is created by summing L(x, y) along columns. Dividing each column of L(x, y) by P x and each row by P y then attempts to remove the spatial and wavelength dependent features, which following normalization to a mean pixel value of 1.0, forms the flat field F (x, y). The outcome of this procedure is shown in Figure  10 (top). As hoped for, the flat field shows the larger scale (e.g. polishing marks) features that we wished to characterize. However although the central region is well corrected for the effect of the slit profile there are , , x, ; .#,.-:é. 'é,is '.: obvious strong adjacent-row "positive-negative" slit residuals at the spectral extremes caused by geometric distortions.
2. Application of a merged "left-right" profile. Method 1 shows that application of single profile along an axis introduces errors if the image is distorted. This is particularly evident at the ends of dust and spectral lines. A method employing 2 merged slit profiles derived from each end of the slit was therefore investigated. This is identical to method 1 apart from in the construction of P y . The correction applied in the spectral direction (P x ) is the same in all four methods since we are investigating different methods of removing the slit illumination P y . Two half image-width slit profiles were created, a left-hand side, P lhs , and right-hand side, P rhs profile. For an image of width W , the correction applied for a column at offset x is a linear proportion of the flux from the left and right profiles:
The outcome of this procedure is shown in Figure 10 (second from top). Comparison with method 1 shows a improved correction of the slit profile, although residuals associated with it are still present. Table 1 . Standard Deviations of a 50 × 50 pixel "featureless" region and (in parentheses) the whole image (apart from the image edges and fringed areas). The "Lamp" results are based on measurements of the flat-field. The "Sky" results are based on measurements of the residuals in the sky flat divided by the original input image. In both cases the results are presented for using both the normal and distortion corrected flat-fields. 3. Multiple profiles. In this method a number of local slit profiles are generated and applied sequentially across an image. The slit profile is generated by collapsing image subsections, each of width L pixels. These are then joined together to form P y (x) which is then applied as per methods 1 and 2. It can be seen as a potential improvement to method 2 in that it does not assume the contribution to a given pixel from a slit feature is a linear function of distance along the x-axis. The results of this approach are shown in Figure 10 (third from top) for L = 23 pixels. The residuals associated with the slit features are very well suppressed at all x-axis positions using this method. Another obvious advantage compared to the other methods is the overall very large scale "flatness" of the image. We note however that horizontal correlated noise of length L can be seen in the images, as well as some weak vertical features.
Method
4. Polynomial fitting to each row. In this method L(x, y) is divided by P x to remove the spectral lamp dependence. A fifth order polynomial is then fitted to each row in turn to model the slit response on a row by row basis. Row spectra generated from each polynomial are then multiplied by P x to create an image which is then divided by L(x, y) to create the flat field. The results from this procedure are shown in Fig. 10(bottom) . The procedure is more effective than methods 1 and 2 (but not as effective as 3) in removing the residuals due to the slit profile variation.
We now consider which of these methods is "best". Overall the best flat field will be the one that accurately maps all defects affecting the image apart from any resulting from the slit profile. In Table 1 we list standard deviations for a 50 × 50 pixel sub-region near the centre of the images which avoids any large scale features. Since we have already corrected our input image for pixel-to-pixel variations using the undispersed imaging flat, the lowest standard deviation within this small featureless region is therefore our target. This is assuming that any deviation present is caused by having imperfectly removed the slit illumination pattern. In this interpretation, the order of method preference (best to worst) is 1-2-4-3.
Looking to the large scales you can argue that we prefer a flat field that has the largest standard deviation, based on an interpretation that this is one is capturing the maximum amount of information about image structures. On this assumption (Tab. 1 (figures in parentheses)) the order of preference derived from "whole image" standard deviations would be 3-4-1-2. This argument is obviously flawed though if applied naïvely, since the algorithm might have introduced erroneous features. However, in the example of SPRAT data tested here, the same sequence (3-4-1-2) would be chosen by visual inspection of the images to evaluate qualitatively how well line residuals are removed.
Finally we consider the "medium" scale. In Fig. 11 we present the measured standard deviation as a function of x-axis position for the four methods. Standard deviations have been measured over a sliding window of width 20 pixels and full height of the detector. The low standard deviation for method 3 in this plot, especially at the extremes of the x-axis, demonstrates how well it removes the slit profile residuals.
Ultimately, the choice is best made through testing against simulated spectra rather than the simple, single parameter metrics discussed above, and this will be addressed in a future publication.
Overall the best choice appears to be method 3, with the caveat that this method appears to introduce additional small scale noise. The choice for any particular spectrograph will therefore depend on the relative importance of the slit profile and pixel to pixel noise to the overall flat field quality.
Use of the sky flat
As described previously, the sky flat contains strong wavelength dependent features. It is however always available and does accurately reflect the slit profile on the recorded spectrum. Attempts to use our four methods on the sky flat in a similar fashion to the lamp flat do not succeed since the curvature of the vertical spectral features adds an additional component that generates strong vertical residuals. For example, the application of method 1 yields Figure 12 . We therefore have focused our attention on using the sky flat to create a correction only for the effect of the slit profile. We used the same four methods as for the lamp flat, however the input image was the bias subtracted sky-flat and the resulting product was the P y (x) images containing only the spatial contribution along the slit length. We do not include the contribution from P x (y) along the spectral direction. These P y (x) images are shown in Fig, 13 .
To evaluate the performance of the four methods, we ratio the derived flat fields with the twilight sky flat. Such ratio images ( Figure 14) are contaminated by uncorrected vertical features associated with the wavelength dependence of the sky spectrum. These vertical features should be ignored in the comparison of the images. The standard deviations for methods 1-4 in the 50 × 50 pixel "featureless" and whole detector region are listed in Table 1 . The whole detector values are meaningless as they are dominated by the spurious vertical residuals. However for the 50 × 50 pixel regions there is an apparent preference for method 4 as that which adds the least additional pixel to pixel noise. Based on visual inspection of the images, method 3 seems to be the most effective at deriving a flat field that can remove the slit profile, again at the cost of it being the most noisy on a pixel-to-pixel level.
An alternative approach? Correcting Image Distortion
Rather than trying to map the curved effect of the slit profile and remove it (for lamp flats) or use it (for sky flats), an alternative approach would be to apply a correction for the geometric distortion of the images to the data before using the conventional (method 1) approach. Either all data (science and calibration) could be corrected this way, or after deriving the flat field, it could then be "re-distorted" back to the original geometry before being applied to the science frames. This second approach would be computationally less intensive if processing a large number of science frames and prevents the need for resampling the science target pixel data which obviously risks degrading resolution. As we have already seen with a sky flat the diffraction grating disperses slit defects producing easily identifiable horizontal lines. Similarly, strong spectral lines provide a dispersed, vertical image of the aperture, ∼ 4-5 pixels wide, (Fig. 9) . These two sets of orthogonal lines extend across the image and their deviation from linear alignment with CCD pixels provides a measure of the distortion along the x-and y-axes (which also characterizes rotational skewing around the z-axis).
Using SPRAT data and various figaro routines we traced and corrected the horizontal and vertical lines in the sky flat sequentially. The correction used 5 th order polynomials f (x), f (y) to characterize the distortion independently in each direction. We also wished to create the complement of the un-distort functions, Since the geometric correction involves a redistribution of flux across pixels, we wished to investigate its effect on small scale features in the images and whether it was fully reversible. For a uniform blank field set to pixel value 1.0 the standard deviation increased from 0.0 to 0.004 as a result of the distortion and undistortion of the image largely as a result of numerical rounding errors. For a field containing random values in the range 0.0-1.0 the standard deviation decreased from 0.280 to 0.226 illustrating there is some degree of smoothing. In a simulated one pixel wide line image it can be seen how flux redistribution results in a broadening of the line. The progressive change in cross-section for vertical line near the centre (where distortion is low) and edge (high distortion) of an image is shown in Figure 15 . Overall the flux re-distributions associated with geometry corrections can be seen to distort pixel to pixel scale structures in an image. This is a natural consequence of the fact that a structure with a pixel scale of 1 pixel is by definition Nyquist under-sampled by a factor of 2. The effect on pixel to pixel scale flat fielding of geometric corrections is therefore potentially severe, in general resulting in an image smoothing. We note that it may be that an oversampling approach to flux redistribution would help alleviate this problem, and will be the subject of a future investigation.
With the above caveat in mind regarding the risks associated with flux re-distribution, we investigated the Figure 15 . The progressive effect of undistorting and re-distorting for a vertical line in the simulated line field. Left shows broadening of a line near the centre at y=148, the overall amplitude is reduced by 3% and the width increase to ∼3 pixels. Towards the lower edge of the image at y=20 the amplitude is reduced by 40% and broadened to 5 pixels with overcompensation indicated by the negative values.
effect of correcting our lamp flat images for geometric distortions (with the distortion polynomials derived from our sky flats). The outcome of this investigation can be seen in Figure 16 . Comparison with the original analysis of the lamp flat shows that the horizontal residuals associated with the slit profile are indeed improved. The order of effectiveness of the different methods in slit profile removal is the same. The beneficial effect of the distortion on the correction of small scale variations can be seen in the increased apparent contrast of the dust features in this method. The standard deviations for the 50 × 50 pixel "featureless" regions are listed in Table 1 and show lower noise than the normal methods, presumably due to the smoothing introduced by flux distribution. Standard deviation as a function of x-axis coordinate is plotted in Fig. 17 . Comparison with Fig. 11 shows overall reduced standard deviations on the medium scale also.
In the specific case of SPRAT, this smoothing is not anticipated to be a problem and application of the geometrically distorted flat is potentially useful. The very first step of the procedure was removal of all the pixel-scale structure using the undispersed imaging flat. No genuine optical feature will be under-sampled at the detector due to the resolution of the grating, atmosphere and optics. Therefore any structure in the flatfield smaller than the gaussian filter applied in Sec. 4.1 must simply be noise and any slight smoothing caused by the distortion re-sampling is unlikely to be detrimental.
The same is not true of LOTUS where the undispersed imaging flat is not available. If the flat field generation procedure does not start by removing all the pixel structure and if for the detector in question the pixel to pixel and other unresolved features are significant in magnitude compared to the larger scale features such as slit illumination variations, then this procedure is probably best avoided.
SUMMARY / CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we present various software algorithms which we have tested in the data processing pipelines of the Liverpool Telescope. In particular it is valuable to note that trying out imaginative algorithms can increase the science impact of an instrument, particularly where it exhibits limitations or distortions for which the commonly used software tools do not provide facilities. Most of the time, excellent data reduction can be achieved using generic processing packages, but in some cases bespoke algorithms must be developed. 
Bias and Dark Estimation
At instrument integration and commissioning the detectors in both SPRAT and LOTUS were found to exhibit large temporal variations in the bias voltage between observations and neither offered the tools common to many cameras for monitoring this fluctuation. We demonstrated two very closely related algorithms to perform this task, one optimized to each instrument. Both rely on the simple observation that bias voltage, dark current and flat fielding correction each have distinctive dependencies on integration time and incoming flux levels. For Table 2 . Taking SPRAT as one particular example, we list which of the various flat generation techniques contributes to correcting each feature in the raw data. The final flat applied is simply the product of all the desired components.
Raw data feature Method
Non-uniform slit illumination P y slit illumination map from the twilight sky spectrum. Section 4.4. Optical vignetting P y slit illumination map from the twilight sky spectrum, though it does not significantly affect SPRAT. Section 4.4. Optics surface contamination Spectral lamp flat after removal of the slit pattern. Section 4.3.
Pixel QE variations
High-pass filtered, undispersed imaging flat. Section 4.1. SPRAT we disentangle bias and flat-fielding terms by using the fact that bias voltage varies with time but is independent of the incident flux. For LOTUS we disentangle bias voltage from dark current by using the fact that dark current is proportional to exposure integration and bias is not.
Flat Fielding
The problem of flat-fielding when the spectrograph shows geometrical distortions in the focal plane was investigated. In particular we explored a number of methods of correcting for nearly-linear features associated with the slit profile. Methods based on a simple collapse down the wavelength axis, a merging of the slit profiles from either side of the detector and polynomial fitting down each row of the spectrograph gave increasingly better results. However the optimal method to remove the slit profile appeared to be dividing the spectrum into small (∼ 20 pixel long) regions and deriving the slit correction locally for each region. A caveat to this conclusion was that the pixel-to-pixel standard deviation in the flat field appeared to increase using this method. The same four methods were also applied after correcting the images for the geometric distortions by line tracing and flux redistribution. In general this method showed a greater degree of correction while retaining the same sequence of effectiveness between the methods. However this method causes a loss of small spatial scale information due to under-sampling. The method chosen for a particular instrument will depend on the relative strength of the slit profile variations, the strength of the pixel scale variations and the degree of geometric distortion. We aim to investigate these trade offs further in a future paper using simulated data (where we will have knowledge of the "ground truth" of all of the contributing effects to the flat-field).
